One stop shop for all aspects of furniture and upholstery.

Steps to Reupholster
1. Decide if the piece is worth reupholstering. Does it have a good, solid frame? Is the spring
system reliable and intact? Does the style fit the scale of your home?
2. Select a Fabric. You may select fabric in our showroom, or call for an appointment for us
to being samples to your home. Considerations include the type of environment where
the piece will be located, such a living areas, playroom, kitchen, or outdoors. We can help
select a fabric that will achieve the maximum wear ability for the location.
3. Decide if you want to restyle the piece of furniture. Choices such a leaving off a skirt,
adding designer fringe/cording around the edge, or adding nail head trim can be made. In
addition, accents such as using different fabrics on different areas, making loose pillows,
button tufts, or channel backs may be selected. Finally, changing a leg style or changing
the color of exposed wood may be made.
4. Decide on new seat or back cushions. 95% of the time we change out our customers
cushions because they need it. Why not take the extra step and choose a better cushion to
complete the reupholstery?
5. Is the piece comfortable? Does it fit your body style? Do you need a higher seat cushion
to help get out of the chair or reach a table or desk? Do you need a deeper back cushion
to help seat more comfortably?
6. What about accents? Do you need arm covers, head covers, extra throw/bolster pillows?
Do you want to match or accent other fabrics in the room such as draperies or spreads?
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